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ONE thing that can be looked forward to under the new administration of President-Elect Kennedy is some change in the organization of the Department of Defense. In his campaign, Mr Kennedy made it clear on numerous occasions that he favored increased spending for defense to include, among other things, funds for modernization and strengthening of the Nation's limited war forces. Senator Symington of Missouri, a former Secretary of the Air Force and a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, has, at the request of the incoming President, directed a Committee study of the existing defense organization and the Country's overall defense program.

It is difficult to forecast accurately at this point how any changes in organization or defense programming might affect the Army National Guard or the Air National Guard. It may be assumed, however, that the decision of the President-Elect to strengthen the limited war forces and to provide for modernization of ground force equipment will react favorably upon the National Guard. While first priorities, understandably, of modernized Army equipment would go to the Active Forces, a chain reaction would be started which inevitably would result in the Reserve Components receiving additional late-model equipment in sufficient quantities to assure effective training. As the flow of modernized equipment increased, it could be expected that our Army National Guard units would receive the very latest model weapons and vehicles. Any sizeable increase in defense spending most certainly would permit a move from the drawing board to the production line of some of the most advanced types of ground force equipment and weapons.

The President-Elect on many occasions noted the limited airlift capability and has indicated that his defense program would call for an improvement in this vital area. It could be expected that in time our Air National Guard units, which are assigned transport type missions, would receive additional aircraft and eventually might move into aircraft more modern than the C97s with which most Squadrone are equipped.

The increased emphasis on limited war capability, which can be expected after Mr Kennedy takes office, should serve to highlight the important role of the very ready units in the Army National Guard, Senator Chase, at the recent 91st General Conference of the National Guard Association of the United States, suggested in his address to the delegates that certain high-priority units in the Army National Guard become part of the Strategic Army Corps. Assignment of such a mission, of course, would require that these units be equipped and material on the same basis as the Active Army units in STRAC. Increasing the airlift capability intended to move STRAC organizations to trouble areas overseas makes it even more imperative that our Active Army be backed-up by the most efficient and best-equipped Reserve Forces possible.

The promise of more realistic defense spending and the probability that defense planning and programming will be carried on in military staffs and not subject to blanket cancellation by the bureaus of the Budget on a dollar basis alone, gives hope of a program for both Active and Reserve forces of sufficient scope to permit carrying out the defense mission.